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According to the statistics, the sub3,000 teu smaller feeder vessel segment is the only one that has been
relatively insulated from the plunge in charter rates for container vessels.
Speaking at the Asian Logistics and Maritime Conference, Howe Robinson head of research Paul Dowell said charter rates for over 5,000 teu vessels have dropped 65% over
the past six months while in the 8,000 teu segment, rates have fallen around 70% to 80%.
The smaller ship segment meanwhile has fallen by about 15% to 20%. This is however not necessarily a cause for celebration noted Tribini Capital director Thomas
Soderberg.
He pointed out that while market demand is growing, with the IntraAsia trades growing in excess of 10% still, the feeder market fleet is in a “pretty dire state” with poor
maintenance and old ships as well as a lack of new orders.
A large part of the reason why this situation has come about is due to the demise of the German KG system as well as the massive withdrawal of funding by the traditional
European shipping banks.
With the advent of the megabox ships, there is a need for more feeder services to pump more volumes into the main transshipment ports. However the traditional liner
companies are too cashstrapped to order both the big ships they need to compete on the long haul trades and the smaller feeder vessels, and are focusing on the former.
This presents an opportunity for smaller Asian players to enter the market, he said. This was corroborated by Howe Robinson research head Paul Dowell, who noted that the
only people building smaller vessels are either Asian end users or companies with strong balance sheets such as Bernard Shulte and Oldendorff.
This however puts smaller independent ship owners such as Tribini’s Soderberg in a tough position as the big shipping banks have been steadily pulling back on capital
lending, focusing now only on players with big balance sheets.
Noting that this has been a relatively recent phenomenon with the European banks going for balance sheet financing only in the past 12 to 18 months, Soderberg lamented that
this means he has to now go with regional Asian banks with more expensive cost of funds.
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[WHITE PAPER] UPDATED  The Future of the Container Industry 2016

(http://ubm.seatrademaritimeevents.com/updatedfuture
container5/)
So, a├er ﬁve major mergers or acquisiĕons in the top 20 container lines in the space of 12 months, and a major bankruptcy, the quesĕon is what will happen next?
In the latest white paper update we analyse the top 20 container lines, and where the future lies for those that survived as we move into 2017.
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